Real-Time Monitoring of Growth and Orientational Alignment of Pentacene on Epitaxial Graphene for Organic Electronics
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ABSTRACT: The interaction between a graphene layer and pentacene (PEN) molecules leads to the formation of a lying-down phase, which can improve charge transport for organic vertical field effect transistors and enhance the optical absorption for increased light harvesting in organic solar cells. Here, we present a comprehensive study of PEN growth on epitaxial graphene on silicon carbide (SiC). Simultaneous grazing-incidence small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS/GIWAXS) were used in situ for real-time monitoring of the PEN crystal growth with millisecond time resolution to identify two distinct anisotropic growth stages after the nucleation of the first monolayer (ML). In the first stage up to 1.5 nm, we observe rapid growth of pentacene domains along the (010) and (001) facets. This growth behavior is saturating after 1.5 nm. In a second stage, this is followed by continuous lateral crystal growth in only one in-plane direction (100) forming needle-shaped domains. In the second stage, an uninterrupted linear growth of the lying-down PEN phase is found based on the (001) diffraction up to 15 nm. Ex situ atomic force microscopy and polarized confocal Raman microscopy were used to further support the real-time observations of aligned PEN films on graphene.
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INTRODUCTION

The combination of organic semiconductors with two-dimensional (2D) materials holds the promise of new emerging applications in organic electronics. In the past decade, the ability of molecular alignment control by templating the substrates with 2D materials was reported. Pentacene (PEN) is a prototypical organic semiconductor used in OFETs and organic solar cells for its well-known structure, optical and electronic properties. The conventional “standing-up” thin film phase of PEN on oxide substrates can be manipulated toward a “lying-down” phase on graphene. Considering the strong anisotropies of crystalline small-molecule semiconductors, it is obvious that this “orientation engineering” can have a strong influence on the vertical charge transport and light absorption, which, in turn, are key parameters for applications. Indeed, highly oriented PEN films on graphene were shown to improve the light harvesting in organic solar cells. The capability to control the molecular orientation is thus vital for coming generations of organic device applications, such as also vertical field effect transistors. It is therefore particularly important that the epitaxial growth of organic molecules on 2D materials can be employed as a template for molecular epitaxy in more complex organic heterostructures.

A large number of studies were devoted to understanding the underlying mechanisms of molecular-level control of small molecules on graphene. The real-space studies relying on scanning probe microscopies revealed initial stages of nucleation and submonolayer growth of PEN on graphene and on highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). A special class of real-time experiments on molecular growth of small semiconducting molecules on graphene were conducted using low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM) and its reciprocal space counterpart, i.e., micro low-
energy electron diffraction (μLEED). Real-time optical spectroscopic experiments on the molecular growth of organic molecules have been performed to better understand their structural and electronic properties. Grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) became the standard characterization technique to verify the molecular alignment in PEN thin films. Importantly, the high brilliance of synchrotron X-ray radiation sources makes real-time and in situ experiments of molecular thin film growth feasible.

The growth modes of various organic molecules were studied in-depth by employing real-time GIWAXS and X-ray reflectivity (XRR). Real-time experiments are key for a better understanding of the diffusion of molecules on the surface as well as the time evolution of structure, electronic, and optical properties, since they capture possibly transient behavior during growth and also different kinetic growth stages. Various strategies for real-time X-ray scattering have been developed. One possible technique based on the time evolution of anti-Bragg intensity has been developed in order to track the layer-by-layer growth (or deviations from this) of PEN and similar molecules on oxide substrates. Grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS), a technique complementary to GIWAXS, can recover the shape and distribution of growing molecular islands at submicrometer scale in real time.

Here, we report a comprehensive study of PEN crystal growth on epitaxial graphene on single crystalline SiC. The simultaneous real-time GIWAXS complemented by GISAXS enables tracking of molecular orientation, crystal orientation, and island size on the nanoscale with millisecond temporal resolution. The large-scale monocrystalline graphene on SiC is a vital component, which facilitates the monitoring of oriented growth of PEN crystals. In this specific case, the c-axis orientation of growing PEN crystals adopts the six-fold symmetry of underlying graphene on a macroscopically large scale, which makes it possible to study the growth of specific crystal facets by GISAXS. On the other hand, the polycrystalline chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown graphene used in other works supports only time-resolved GIWAXS studies due to a large number of randomly oriented graphene grains. Our experiments revealed continuous growth of an oriented PEN "lying-down" phase with crystallographic orientation inherited from the underlying graphene substrate. The nanoscale PEN crystals exhibit preferential growth of (100) facets, which leads to the formation of highly anisotropic elongated shapes of PEN islands on graphene. The crystal growth along the (001) and (010) facets of the macroscopic PEN crystal shows rapid growth during the first few nanometers, whereas second stage growth along these facets saturates and continues only the crystal growth along the (100) facets. Our findings are further supported by ex situ experiments using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and polarized confocal Raman microscopy (CRM). The present study clearly demonstrates the prospects of simultaneous GI-SAXS/WAXS measurements to monitor growth of semiconducting molecular crystals on 2D substrates. The results were only possible via real-time investigations, as they allow us to continuously monitor growth of small organic molecules on substrate starting from the very beginning and see all regimes of the growth.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**Postgrowth GIWAXS Studies.** The 4H-SiC(0001) substrate enables growth of monocrystalline graphene over a large area (>100 mm²). This is essential for grazing-incidence studies, where the impinging X-ray beam at an angle of incidence close to the critical angle for total X-ray reflection (∼0.1–0.2°) probes a surface area of several square millimeters. The large area facilitates excellent statistics of the crystallinity and morphology of organic thin films. Moreover, the well-defined orientation of the graphene unit cell with respect to SiC supports precise alignment of the graphene lattice and exact determination of the PEN unit cell orientation. Figure 1a shows the reciprocal space map (RSM) of a PEN film with the equivalent thickness of 15 nm recorded in GIWAXS mode.

Due to island growth (Volmer–Weber mode) of oriented PEN crystals on graphene, we adopt a measure of film thickness in effective nanometers of PEN deposited on a reference Si/SiOₓ sample (Si wafer with native amorphous oxide layer), which is known to support the "thin film" PEN phase. The precise deposition rate on the Si/SiOₓ substrate was calibrated ex situ, employing spectroscopic ellipsometry, and was complemented by quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) measurements in all X-ray scattering experiments. In stark contrast to the RSMs of PEN thin films grown on polycrystalline CVD graphene, only a few diffraction spots, the (001) Bragg peak being the dominant one, are visible (Figure 1).

---
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*Figure 1.* (a) Reciprocal space map of 15 nm PEN film grown on epitaxial graphene at a substrate temperature of 50 °C and deposition rate of 1.38 Å/min. The diffraction rings belong to the beryllium entry and exit window of the vacuum chamber (at q = 0.95, 1.36, 1.41, 1.50 Å⁻¹). (b) Azimuthal scan of the (001) diffraction spot of PEN. (c) Molecular structure of PEN.
The (001) lattice planes are tilted by approximately 18° with respect to the sample surface as reported by similar measurements on CVD graphene. The azimuthal scan of the (001) diffraction spot (Figure 1b) around the sample normal reveals a Lorentzian-shaped profile with a width of 0.67 ± 0.04° (fwhm), which points to highly oriented single crystal PEN islands on the graphene template. Apart from the strong (001) diffraction, two faint (110) and (112) diffraction spots from PEN are visible. These diffractions originate from the symmetry-equivalent orientations of PEN islands. The six-fold symmetry of the underlying graphene lattice supports preferential growth of six differently oriented PEN islands. While one particular orientation of PEN satisfies the Bragg condition for the observation of the (001) diffraction spot, it can be shown that sets of PEN crystals rotated by 120° and 300° correspond to the (110) and (112) diffraction spots, respectively (Figure S1). In order to verify the six-fold symmetry of the PEN film, we have rotated the sample by 60° and validated the existence of (001) Bragg reflection from PEN film.

The positions of the observed diffraction spots can be adequately described by the single crystal phase of PEN reported by Mattheus et al. The hexagonal unit cell of the graphene lattice is rotated by 30° off the SiC hexagonal unit cell as shown in Figure 2. Our ex situ measurements confirm that the reciprocal e* axis of the PEN crystal is aligned along the graphene [210] (armchair) direction and is tilted by 18° from the graphene surface (Figure 2). The crystallographic axis a of the PEN unit cell lies in the graphene plane. Adopting the PEN molecular orientation within the unit cell as determined by Mattheus et al., we can conclude that the long PEN axis is not aligned along the [100] (zigzag) graphene direction as in the case of a PEN ML, but it is rather tilted by 12° with respect to the zigzag direction (Figure 2). A comparable inclination of the long molecular axis was reported for graphene and HOPG consistently using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). The energy minimization drives the reorientation of the long molecular axis because of different interaction energies between pentacene–graphene and pentacene–pentacene molecules.

**Time-Resolved GIWAXS Studies.** High-brilliance synchrotron radiation allows time-resolved measurements of temporal changes in GIWAXS RSMs of growing PEN films. In our study, we focused on the tracking of the integral intensity and the profile of the (001) diffraction spot (Figure 1a) in reciprocal space as a function of growing film thickness. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the (001) integral intensity and its widths, Δqz, Δqxy (fwhm’s), along the qz and qxy directions, respectively. The volume of the “lying-down” PEN phase is directly proportional to the integral intensity of the (001) diffraction. The measured (001) intensity evidenced a linear growth of the “lying-down” PEN phase as confirmed by a linear fit. The shaded area in Figure 3 indicates the inaccessible range for reliable fitting of the (001) diffraction spot due to a very low diffraction intensity. The principal limitation is the beam damage threshold, which was found to be approximately 1011 photons/s in our geometry. This photon flux induces damage to graphene, which can be observed in the growth of “standing-up” PEN phase instead of the “lying-down” phase. The extrapolation with the corresponding confidence interval toward the nucleation regime indicates a constant growth rate of one single PEN phase from the very beginning of the deposition process.

The diffraction intensity profile in q-space was fitted with a two-dimensional Gaussian function having two independent widths (fwhm’s), Δqz and Δqxy. The lateral width, Δqxy, of the (001) diffraction spot displays only statistical deviations around the mean value of 0.017 Å⁻¹, shown as a red line in Figure 3 (the dashed lines shows the standard deviation). This value merely reflects the width of the instrumental function, as it is broadened by the projected surface area of the SiC sample used in the GIWAXS experiment. In contrast, the Δqz width of the (001) reflection, which is oriented perpendicular to the...
graphene surface, shows gradually decreasing width and is slowly approaching the instrumental limit of 0.018 Å⁻¹. Using the Scherrer formula and a Gaussian deconvolution, we can estimate the mean vertical correlation length \( \Lambda_z = \frac{2\pi}{\sqrt{\Delta q_z^2 - \Delta q_i^2}} \), where \( \Delta q_i \) is the measured instrumental function along the \( q_z \) direction. The \( \Lambda_z \) of PEN crystals increases from 25 to almost 44 nm for a thickness between 3.8 and 12 nm, respectively. These values correlate with the height of PEN crystals determined by AFM analysis as given later in text.

Confocal Raman Mapping (CRM). An independent view of the crystallographic orientation of single crystal PEN islands on SiC seeded graphene in direct space is provided by ex situ polarized Raman spectroscopy. The polarized excitation and detection of Raman scattering for PEN was recently used to assess the orientation of PEN films on exfoliated and CVD graphene. Here, we extend the polarized CRM analysis to epitaxial graphene and validate in real space the GIWAXS observations presented in the previous paragraph. In our analysis, we focus on the two characteristic aromatic C–C stretching modes located at 1373 cm⁻¹ (A₁g) and 1598 cm⁻¹ (B₃g), which can be assigned to the short and long axis vibration modes of PEN, respectively. For spatial mapping of PEN crystals, it is practical to define the parameter \( P = (I_S - I_L)/(I_S + I_L) \) describing the degree of molecular orientation, where \( I_S \) and \( I_L \) are the integral intensities of the short and long axis vibration bands, respectively. If we assume a polarized and collinear excitation and detection of Raman spectra with the electric field vector \( E \) aligned along a specific crystallographic direction, a value of \( P = +1 \) implies a perfect orientation of the short molecular axis along this selected crystallographic direction in the probed confocal volume. On the other hand, the negative value \( P = -1 \) would indicate a complete orientation of the long molecular axis along this chosen crystallographic direction, whereas \( P \) values close to zero point to randomly oriented PEN molecules in the probed volume. Figure 4a shows the confocal Raman map of \( P \) overlaid on a bright field microscopy image of a single PEN island.

The homogeneous distribution (\( P \approx +1 \)) across the whole scanned PEN island clearly indicates the existence of a single PEN crystal with the short molecular axis approximately aligned along [010] direction of the underlying SiC substrate. The area surrounding the PEN crystal yields \( P = 0 \) (green color in Figure 4a), because both intensities, \( I_S \) and \( I_L \), are zero outside of the PEN crystal. A detailed molecular orientation analysis performed at a single spot is shown in Figure 4b. The polarization of the excitation laser \( E \) field was successively rotated in 15° steps with respect to the [010] direction of the SiC substrate. The scattered Raman signal having the polarization collinear with the excitation \( E \) field was recorded (Figure S3). The integral intensity \( I_S \) which belongs to the C–C stretching mode of the short molecular axis, follows the theoretical cosine squared dependence, which is a clear manifestation of a fully oriented single PEN crystal.

AFM. Before proceeding further with the analysis of our real-time GISAXS experiments, we present the ex situ AFM measurements at various growth stages that will support the interpretation and understanding of the GISAXS reciprocal space measurements. Figure 5a shows the PEN thin film morphology at a deposited thickness of 15 nm and a substrate temperature of 50 °C. The inset shows the FFT image. (b) Ex situ AFM-based statistical analysis of width, height, and volume of PEN crystals as a function of deposited thickness.
linearily with deposited thickness as expected, the crystal width as well as the height saturates already at 1.5 nm. The relatively large height of individual PEN islands even at a low surface coverages as shown in Figure 5b is not surprising due to a low nucleation surface density of the large PEN crystals. The calculated surfaces energies, for the (001), (010), and (100) planes are 3.1, 4.8, and 6.4 meV/Å², respectively. The much lower surface energy of (001) facets favors a rapid crystal growth along the (100) facets having the highest surface energy, whereas the existing step barrier and smaller surface energy for (010) facets saturate the vertical growth as well. In spite of the fact that the PEN islands are like nanorods in shape, their size distribution exhibits a large dispersion as can be judged from the error bars in Figure 5b. The ex situ AFM measurements offer valuable insights into the PEN crystal growth on graphene but cannot provide the advantages of in situ real-time GISAXS, which gives us a better understanding of the kinetics of crystal growth.

The already presented ex situ AFM and polarized CRM measurements confirm the growth of single crystal PEN islands with highly anisotropic shapes having their long axis aligned along the six equivalent zigzag directions of graphene (Figures S2 and S3). In the simultaneous GISAXS/GIWAXS measurements, the observation of the (001) diffraction requires a careful positioning of the graphene substrate with respect to the incoming X-ray beam in order to satisfy the Bragg condition. Depending on the X-ray wavelength employed in the laboratory and at the synchrotron, the in-plane Bragg angle is in the range of ±2−3° from the zigzag graphene direction (Figure 2). This minor displacement of the incoming X-ray beam from the zigzag graphene direction and the corresponding long axis of the crystals enables real-time tracking of the PEN crystal width. The low nucleation density of PEN crystals moves the characteristic interisland interference signature of the GISAXS pattern into the low q-range, which is inaccessible with our standard GISAXS setup with a resolution limit of approximately 500 nm in real space. Hence, the recorded GISAXS signal is proportional to the average of form factors (FFs) of many PEN islands. Moreover, the scattered X-ray intensity of the PEN islands FFs rotated by ±60° with respect to incoming X-ray beam will contribute in the low q-range yet again due to rapid crystal growth along (100) crystal facets. The typical aspect ratio is approximately 1:10 between the short and long axis of the PEN crystals as judged from AFM (Figure 5). Interference between the FFs of different crystallographic orientations is expected only shortly after nucleation of PEN islands, which was, however, not experimentally observed in our data sets, presumably due to low scattered intensity and the short acquisition times required for real-time GIXS/GIWAXS measurements. The GISAXS data were evaluated within the framework of a Guinier analysis, which is described in the Supporting Information.

The growth of the (001) facets of PEN islands in terms of their radius of gyration, $R_g$, and estimated average island width, $w$, at 50 °C substrate temperature is shown in Figure 6. The smaller average size of PEN island width has its origin in the selected static q-range used in the Guinier analysis, which inevitably gives an overproportional weight to the smaller islands against the larger islands. This size filtering effect shifts the average value of polydispersesize distributions toward smaller values. To improve the present GISAXS data analysis, experimental data with an enhanced low q-range are required along with the refined simulation taking into account the island size dispersion. The kinetics of diffusion limited growth of (001) facets is described by a simple exponential limited growth model shown by full lines in Figure 6. The fitted value of the rate coefficient is given in the Figure S7. In situ real-time GISAXS experiments with three different temperatures have been carried out. Experiments at two different substrate temperatures ($T = 60$ and $80$ °C) showed only negligible changes to $R_g$ which can be explained by effects like increased PEN mobility and finite desorption rate at elevated substrate temperature.

## CONCLUSION

The time-resolved study of PEN growth on epitaxial graphene by means of in situ GISAXS/GIWAXS revealed two stages. In the first stage of up to 1.5 nm of PEN, we observe rapid growth of PEN crystals along the (010) and (001) facets. GISAXS measurements using synchrotron radiation with millisecond time resolution revealed a transition to needle-shaped PEN domains, which is shown by a saturation of the two other growth directions ((001) and (010)).

In the second growth stage, height and width of the needle-shaped domains no longer increase in size. Instead, the much higher surface energy of the (100) planes drives a preferential crystal growth along these facets (needle length) at the expense of the width and height of the domains. The (001) integrated intensity increases linearly with time and the extrapolation toward the beginning of deposition points to uninterrupted linear growth of a single “lying-down” phase of PEN on graphene.

Macroscopically, this growth behavior results in highly anisotropic PEN islands having their long axis aligned with the zigzag graphene direction. The ex situ GIWAXS measurements verified a preferential orientation of PEN crystals following the six-fold symmetry of underlying graphene. The $c^*$ axis of the PEN reciprocal unit cell is aligned with the armchair graphene direction. The crystallographic orientation of PEN crystals was confirmed by ex situ real-space studies using polarized Raman microspectroscopy.
Our methodology of studying kinetics of PEN growth on epitaxial graphene can be further extended to other small organic molecules on arbitrary mono- and polycrystalline two-dimensional substrates.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Deposition of PEN on Epitaxial Graphene. Epitaxially grown graphene on hexagonal 4H-SiC(0001)56 (Graphenic, 15 × 15 mm²) served as substrate. Pentacene (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99.9% purity) was deposited via evaporation from a resistively heated Alumina crucible. The deposition chamber was equipped with a custom-made 360° X-ray beryllium window, which allows realization of grazing-incidence and grazing-exit beam scattering.07,57 The deposition rate was set constant to 1.38 Å/min, calibrated on a Si wafer with native oxide by means of spectroscopic ellipsometry (J.A. Woollam, M-2000), and monitored in real time with a quartz crystal microbalance. Prior to PEN deposition, the SiC/graphene was annealed at 600 °C in order to desorb surface contaminants. The base vacuum pressure was below 2 × 10⁻⁸ mbar. All in situ and ex situ experiments have been carried out on samples grown at 50 °C substrate temperature.

**Ex Situ Laboratory Measurements.** The ex situ GIWAXS measurements were performed on a custom-designed small-angle laboratory X-ray scattering setup (Bruker AXS, Nanostar) equipped with liquid-metal jet anode X-ray source (Excillum, MetalJet D2+) and two-dimensional hybrid pixel detector (HPD) (Dectris, Pilatus 300 K). The angle of incidence was set to 0.15°, and the X-ray energy was 9.25 keV (Ga Kα line). The AFM measurements (Bruker, Dimension Edge) were done in tapping mode using etched silicon probes (Bruker, TESP-A2). The polarized Raman measurements were performed on a confocal Raman microscope (Witec, Alpha300 R+) fiber-coupled to a spectrophotometer (Witec, UHTS 300) equipped with a blazed grating (600 grooves/mm) and EMCCD camera (Andor, Newton). The excitation laser line (532 nm) was focused onto the sample surface using a 100× (NA = 0.9) objective. A multimode fiber with a core diameter of 50 μm served as the confocal pinhole. The employed low laser power below 10 μW was required to limit the laser beam damage to PEN during extended Raman measurements.

**In Situ Real-Time GI-SAXS/WAXS Measurements at the ESRF and DESY.** The GI-SAXS/WAXS experiments were conducted at beamline ID10 of the synchrotron radiation source ESRF in France. The X-ray energy was set to 9.25 keV, and the angle of incidence was 0.15°. Two hybrid pixel detectors (HPDs), Maxipix (ESRF) and Pilatus 300 K (Dectris), acquired the GIWAXS and GISAXS patterns simultaneously. The integration time for both detectors was set to 60 s. The selected temporal resolution was found not adequate for quickly varying GISAXS after the evaluation of the ESRF data, so the complementary high-repetition rate GI-SAXS/WAXS measurements were performed at beamline P03 of the synchrotron radiation source DESY in Germany. The X-ray energy was set to 11.4 keV at the 0.1° angle of incidence. Similarly, two HPDs, Pilatus 300 K and Pilatus 1M, were used for detection of the GIWAXS and GISAXS signals, respectively. The acquisition time of 100 ms was short enough to capture the initial stage of PEN crystal growth. Initially, the X-ray beam was adjusted along the zigzag graphene direction, which was done by a rotation of 30° from the [010] direction of the SiC substrate (Figure 2). Then, the SiC crystal was further azimuthally rotated until a bright (001) spot from the PEN film appears. This corresponds to an angle of 2–3°, depending on the X-ray wavelength we used. Data processing was carried out using DPDak56, GIXSGUI,56 and self-programmed scripts in MATLAB.
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